
Thank you for purchasing the 
EASY A-C SCREEN, the easy 
solution for a clean, cool summer. 

The following are two options for installing the EASY A-C SCREEN. 

OPTION ONE (primarily for 14" high window A-C units): 

1. Follow the official installation instructions provided by the

manufacturer of your ale unit.

2. Place ale unit in the open window and slide it to one side so 
that one side of the unit is flush with the window frame.

3. Pull the window down towards the top of the alc unit, but leave

an approximate 114 inch gap while making sure the frame of
the ale unit prevents the unit from falling out.

4. Place the EASY A-C SCREEN in the window next to your ale unit

and extend to fill the open space. One side should be flush to
the window frame and one side should be flush to the ale unit.

5. Adjust the window down to close the remaining gap and secure the 
EASY A-C SCREEN.

6. Enjoy!

OPTION TWO: 

1. Follow the official installation instructions provided by the
manufacturer of your ale unit.

2. Place ale unit in the open window and slide it to one side so
that one side of the unit is flush with the window frame.

3. Pull the window down towards the top of the ale unit until it
is flush with the top of the ale unit.

4. Place the EASY A-C SCREEN in front of the open space next to
your ale unit and extend it to fill the open space. One side

should be flush to the window frame and one side should be
flush to the ale unit.

Sa. 13" high window A-C units can attach a piece of velcro to the 

back side of the Easy A-C Screen and one piece of velcro to the 
window frame so that they align. 

Sb. 15" window A-C units- add a 1 "x1" strip of foam cut to length 
and secured on top of the Easy A-C screen with the sticky side 
on the easy ale unit 

6. Press the EASY A-C SCREEN securely into place.

7. Enjoy!

Note: Due to different window shapes and sizes and window air conditioning units 

it may be necessary to utilize foam strips in order to assure a complete seal. 

Warranty Information: 

This product is covered by Maine's Implied Warranty Law for a period of 4 years. 
Please contact EASY A-C SCREEN if you have questions about your product. 

Option 1 

Option 2 

207-239-6161
easyacscreen.com 
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